What they say about
Vote Smart & VoteEasy
The American Political Science Association honors Project Vote Smart as “The
Best source for accurate political information on the World Wide Web”. After
studying the 34 finalists' sites, the Chairman of the American Political Science
Association's Computer and Multimedia section called it a "no brainer."
(www.votesmart.org). – American Political Science Award
“Project Vote Smart is so good that even the Federal Government recommends
it.” – The New York Times
“[Project Vote Smart] would make the Founders weep for joy!” – US News &
World Report
“Vote Smart is a bright light in an often desultory civic culture.” - Bill Moyers
“Project Vote Smart jammed a wrench into the spin machine, the political and
media apparatus that anoints candidates and disenfranchises the vast majority
of voters.” - The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
“Project Vote Smart specializes in reliable, unbiased political information.” – The
San Diego Union-Tribune
The 2011 Webvisonary Awards selected VoteEasy as the best there is, in the
“Visualize This” category.
The Senior Curator at the New York Museum of Modern Art chose VoteEasy to
display in MoMA’ s “ Talk To Me” exhibit to be presented to the public
through November 7, 2011.
“The ultimate tool for pre-election research; this site does a great job of
connecting you to political candidates that share your views in a fun, dynamic
way.” -Jill Nussbaum, Executive Creative Director, R/GA; 2010
Communication Arts Annual

“Vote Smart demystifies the voting process and makes it accessible and
informative.” –Jared Benson, Executive Creative Director, Punchcut; 2010
Communication Arts Annual
"I loved "VoteEasy" as I could take a survey in twelve different categories and
then see which candidates lined up with the majority of my views (which do not
fit into a tidy little box with any single "party platform" but which reside purely
within my heart). This is a non-partisian, non-profit website manned chiefly by
volunteers which operates on non-political, private donations. Very, very, very
cool....I think our Founding Fathers would approve! " - Labyrinth Wellness, LLC
Blog
"VoteEasy – If you are wondering who to vote for this year, this interactive
political website is a must-have. See how local candidates view hot-button
issues including health care, immigration, environment, abortion, taxes and the
economy.
-Suite101.com
"The good folks at Project Vote Smart have developed an interactive feature
that quickly matches your opinions on critical issues to congressional candidates
you'll be choosing in the November election. Think of VoteEasy as the eHarmony
of political web sites." - The Sacramento Bee
"The best part about VoteEasy is that it actually does help you make decisions
about who to vote for. It lets you explore through a fun and engaging interactive
without sacrificing clarity and accuracy." - Flowingdata.com
"VoteEasy [votesmart.org] is a visually engaging interactive tool...Next to its
obvious usefulness, the website seems especially unique in its consistent visual
flow and cool animated graphics. The fluid navigation structure reacts to the
specific interests and information needs of the user "-Infosthetics.com
"Here's what Project Vote Smart is doing for you this year. It's at
voteeasy.org...You will find a very user-friendly (not to mention graphically
entertaining) system on which you can check out congressional candidates'
position on key issues." -Austin American Statesman

